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Chapter 1 : What makes a person loyal?
A loyal person will be respectful of you away from your presence. They will decline the opportunity to spread gossip, and
may even deliver a serious message, sharing their opinion of gossiping with the people doing it.

What does being loyal do for the loyal person? April 25, 5: If anything, they are much more likely to feel
betrayed than their less-loyal counterparts. I am looking for quotes, anything to make me feel better about this
quality almost universally considered to be good! That I get complimented on! It may give you some grief in
the short term, but it builds up a "bank," if you will, of respect from others, and will allow you to be taken
seriously or taken at your word when you demonstrate that you have it and you employ it. In other words, the
reward is simply what comes of having a code and sticking to it. Whether you want to include loyalty in your
code of ethics is a whole different question. What pretentious illiterate said. Knowing someone is loyal to you
also bonds you closer to them. It increases trust, which helps you relax and be more open in their company.
And this helps the whole dynamic open up and put both at ease. Sometimes loyalty is doing the hard thing.
Same thing if someone lies or cheats. This is how I live with myself these days after not applying loyalty with
discernment in the past and paying a very very high price for that. Virtue is Its own reward. At least on a
personal level. I work in Corporate America and have no such delusions of loyalty to my company. Regardless
of what some lawmakers believe, corporations are not people. Loyalty can be good or bad but none of that
says anything about your situation or situations. Couples who are loyal in relationships are happier; people
who stay at jobs for years have higher rates of pay, and more productive, and are more creative than those who
do a lot of job hopping, even in places like Silicon Valley where the prevailing wisdom is to leverage yourself
into a new and better job early and often. See, for example, this WSJ article that summarizes some of the
research. Because at some level, part of the downside to being loyal is that, yes, sometimes people take
advantage. Some people "internet people" can be particularly nitpicky on topics such as this will want to rub
your face in "that time you were wrong" i. Not everyone lives there. Other people have virtues that I do not
and will never have. It takes all kinds. Or not checking in to see if maybe the person or thing you are loyal to
is worth your time? Loyalty to country always. Loyalty to government, when it deserves it. You are sacrificing
your own self-interest for others. Ask your question with a different virtue: You rarely get any benefit from
buying milk for a homeless man. One could be loyal to a cause, but loyalty in a relationship is the more
common way we think about it. Like the Green monster said above, its own reward. Here are 2 quotes: But
these are virtues to be cherished, for without them we are no more than beasts roaming the land. My brother
and I are not friends, we are very different people and have little in common. But I am intensely loyal to him. I
would open a vein for him, and vice versa. Some of it is a love for my mother, but some of it is just him -- I
love him. I read this poem a while ago -- and one line of it "we are primal particles" -- stuck in my mind. My
brother and I are primal particles. Also -- from the same poem -- coyote sometimes throws stars up into the
sky. Loyalty is a roadmap one of many, but different than not having any. I think of things like loyalty or
honesty as long term investments: Intrigue and lies and whatnot are real work too, and they make for a life
with a lot more uncertainty. That said, I would echo the advice a lot of a lot of earlier posters though: When
something goes wrong, or the going gets tough, loyalty means you stick with it. This obviously runs the risk of
being hurt, or feeling foolish, but it also can mean that you get to keep relationships that are important to you
and would otherwise be broken. I think there is a key connection between loyalty and what Brene Brown calls
vulnerability, and how that is needed for to live a whole-hearted life. People are more likely to be loyal to you
when you are loyal to them. I think you are conflating two very different things here. Loyalty to institutions is
in my view just stupid. Conflation of institutions with people is one of the besetting sins of our era cf. The
people who came through for me, were those that I was also loyal to, but also had wonderful sense of respect
and good boundaries, and were able to help process the events with me. I became even more loyal to them
after, once I had much better, stalwart examples of people in my life. But loyalty and kindness also have
tangible rewards, that may not be obvious, but they are there- Just the other day I had to hire a freelancer for a
lucrative contract, and I chose a person who had been kind and lovely and done me a huge professional favour
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Fifteen years later I finally had a chance to give him something of value, and I remembered him. I was so
happy to be able to do something nice for him. A mutual friend recently needed a freelancer and asked what
that guy was like to work with. The kind guy got the job. The sellout will never even know it happened, but
his disloyalty back in cost him a job in But being truly kind and loyal, both up and down the ladder, makes
people like and trust you, and then they will often show great loyalty in return. I can go on for a very long time
indeed about the employees, at all levels from new hires to years-of-experience directors, who have been
betrayed by this. Have you ever noticed that the very same people who tout loyalty to instutions also tout "a
healthy distance from co-workers" and "taking the higher road"? Give your passion to Institution! Emotional
ties slow you down! Vulnerability is the necessary quality to being loyal, sincere, and trusting, all of which
make you trustworthy. Think of everyone you trust. You would go the extra mile for them. I have met a few
shark-type businesspeople who play-act sincerity; it always bites them in the ass. Live your life in such a way
that if someone speaks badly of you, no one will believe them. I totally hear you and have often felt the same
way, but I also know that when the chips are down, I am given support and the benefit of the doubt that other
people do not necessarily get. Finding a way to be at peace with this is not likely to be solved by a single ask.
It has taken me years to see the upside and stop feeling like a chump. Part of that is just the passage of time -seeing what goes around, comes around. Part of that has been perhaps what other people are calling loyalty
with discernment. You can learn to give what you can spare and stop "giving until it hurts" and measuring
your virtue by how much you are suffering. You seem like the sort of person who finds it very important to be
extremely loyal, and some people will take advantage of that to put you in situations that are not good for you.
That kind of loyalty of service, like a knight was supposed to have for his lord, is really tricky. On the other
hand, loyalty to principles is a different thing. Maybe like the difference between having doctors swear a
professional oath, rather than personal oaths. Loyalty to people is a tricky game and risks turning another
human into a kind of idol. But loyalty to a higher principle can result in being the kind of person you wish to
be, whether or not anyone else is looking and whether or not anyone else is enjoying the profile benefit of your
loyalty. Is that a reward? I would agree with others that it can simplifiy certain decisions, can bring external
rewards the benefit of the doubt, the confidence of others , and I think it can be its own benefit. I think of that
too. I agree that not everyone deserves loyalty. And to accept, the liege had to respond by pledging assurances
that the knight would eat meat at their table, and would never be charged with a dishonorable task. My favorite
quote on this is Tony Montana in Scarface: It can be an interesting exercise to simply ponder all of the people
in your life and think about how you perceive their reputation: How much do you trust them? How honest are
they? So what can we learn from their watery ends? Is there some lesson on how to be friends? Regardless of
whether we kiss or we wound, still we must come together. Though it may spell destruction, we still ask for
more, since it beats staying dry, but so lonely on shore.
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Chapter 2 : Loyalty Quotes ( quotes)
To be loyal, avoid gossiping or talking about people behind their back. Also, if you promise someone you'll do
something, make sure you follow through on your commitment. If your friends are ever being picked on or talked down
to, stand up for them to show your loyalty.

Loyalty has absolutely nothing to do with length of employment. Who is more loyal: Loyal employees are
loyal to your company. Remarkably loyal employees hit the next level. Here are six qualities of remarkably
loyal employees: They treat you like a person. Remember when you were in grade school and you ran into
your teacher at, say, the grocery store? It was incredibly disconcerting. Lots of employees see their bosses that
way, too. Remarkably loyal employees flip the employer-employee relationship: They see you as more than
just a boss, and they treat you that way. They tell you what you least want to hear. As a general rule, the more
rungs on the ladder that separate you and an employee, the less likely that employee will be to disagree with
you. Their direct reports are much less likely to state a position other than yours. Remarkably loyal employees
know that you most need to hear what you least want to hear: They never criticize you in front of others. One
of your employees is probably talking about you right now. They also chip away at the respect you work so
hard to deserve. Remarkably loyal employees get that. They disagree in private. Remarkably loyal employees
trust that they can share their opinions as freely as you do. In fact, they trust that you want them to--because
you, and the company, benefit from an honest exchange of differing opinions and points of view. But once a
decision is made They totally support your decisions--and you--in public. They do everything they can to
prove you right. They tell you when they need to leave. Because of that, you want them to stay. You need
them to stay. Still, sometimes they need to leave: Granted, being willing to tell you well ahead of time that
they plan to leave or are just thinking about leaving means they trust you to an exceptional degree. Sep 5, Like
this column?
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Chapter 3 : Loyal Quotes - BrainyQuote
Being loyal is a quality that you should value, both within you and others, but don't mix it up with servitude (being
completely subject to someone more powerful) and investing you in dodgy activities as a means of avoiding dealing with
yourself.

They fall back on your happy ass, often without reason, and you feel that you just wasted all that time on
someone who misled you. Every email I read or conversation I have where this happens has one common
denominatorâ€”It was never official, but you took yourself off the market and were doing the most as if
someone agreed to a genuine commitment. Are those titles outdated? What determines an official relationship?
Everyone can agree on that. This is where it gets murky for a lot of people. Most of you date one person at a
time. What do you call that stage? Is it dating because you did go on ONE date. They also get shade thrown by
other women who have been brainwashed to think having a roster is reserved for hoes. To date is to be in the
act of going out or hanging out under the umbrella of romance with the end goal being to see if you two are
compatible enough for an official relationship. It has nothing to do with sex. Nothing to do with loyalty.
Dating is not a hard concept on paper, but in real life this is where most of you fuck up. Dating Basics Talking
Vs Dating: If talking to you means just talking, as in texting, facetiming, or calling each other throughout the
week in an attempt to become closer, than it literally is talking. Are you the one picking or are you going out
hoping to be picked? What qualifies someone to be yours and take you off the market? Think about that weak
shit. If your heart were a job position you would give it to the first person that came to interview because
dissecting them is too much work and interviewing other candidates gives you anxiety. Your concept of dating
is half-ass and limited because you want to skip to the part where you can say you have a man. People who
date have sex, sometimes on the very first date. What are the standards for a man to enter your vagina? No
woman or man should be fucking everything they go out with. The problem is people do, which is why men
are scared to fucking death when I bring up the idea of women treating this process like American Idol. The
average dude will sit and tweet about how a woman has to be loyal during the dating stage to get a shot with
himâ€¦ she then jots it down as a law. Pick Me Pick Me! Erase everything you think you know about men and
imprint this: Men are full of shit! Guys say that to instill fear so that you are dependent on them as the one and
only option. A woman with romantic choices is scarier than getting pulled over by a cop. When I go out I meet
duds. My city is dry. I need to lose weight first. Explain to me why wedding planners and event halls still
make money in your city. When you strip away the excuses and realize that your internal must change before
your external does, your results will increase. Stop being your own worst enemy by feeding into these excuses
that dictate that you cling on to the first decent guy that takes you to the movies. What you think you become.
Women talk themselves out of their own common sense in order to keep giving guys they like pass after pass.
Pussy, compliance, forgiveness, money, and the list goes on. Still, you listen, you smile, you give in, you lose
yourself in his hollow words because you need something to believe in. Your booty is getting bigger. You did
lose weight. He does love you. He is sorry and will never do it again. Your pussy is the best. You are the only
one he can go to for helpâ€¦ Guys shovel shit in your ear and fertilize your brain so they keep planting lies.
One woman explained to me that during the first 6 weeks of dating she and this guy went out at least once a
week if not twice. By the time they had sex, they were either texting throughout the day or seeing each other
each night. After a few weeks of sex, he began to get busy. His reasoning was solid, he was a man that worked
from , sometimes a few hours later because he was supervising a team under him and was solely responsible
for making sure things got done. However, when this woman was New Pussy, fresh and exciting, he made
sure to find time to text her, call her, and even left early a few times to take her out. Did work get busier or did
he get bored? These guys get tired of you quicker than Draya at a PTA meeting, use being busy as an excuse
to avoid you, and you actually believe it. Being fake busy is how we men get rid of girls while keeping the
door open for later. Men make time for their boys and they make time for their hobbies. Work, business, side
hustles, family issues NEVER stop them from checking their phones every ten minutes and contacting those
people who they want to contact. He gets to pick you up and put you back down when he feels like it without
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the threat of other men sliding in you. In your mind a man showing that kind of fire to mark his territory
speaks louder than words. Men are always in a perpetual state of competition. Why is this good game? Is there
a certain month when you prove yourself to his liking or is it a hustle to buy himself more time? The result,
even if you do become official, is that he got to have his fun while you got to worry, cry, stress, stalk, and
make threats. Think about the power that gives a man over you. You waited, you allowed him to run free, and
you were loyal because you were afraid to go shopping for something better. Which means you either get left
behind during the dating stage once he finds his Game Changer or you become the Bottom Bitch who he just
trained to be obedient to his commands. What do you get out of it? A relationship you had to roll over and beg
for. No matter what you go through, if you know a person loves you, it will get you through that storm. A
woman once told me how this guy she dated for three months got arrested in her car that she let him borrow.
Your only hope is to grow on a man, do for a man, make yourself so loyal, so compromising, and so
accommodating that he rewards you with what you really wantâ€”confirmation that you are his. I was with an
associate having a drink and this girl he used to date was a hostess at the restaurant. What do you get from
your dude? Dating is a relationship to you because you over-invest in that stage like a sucker. But like the
SZA lyric says, you have become so lonely that you forget your value. You give away the benefits that a
stronger woman would have held onto until it was earned with real actions. Not everyone should be able to
walk in and leave out with something! Stop entertaining goofies, and worry about attracting better candidates.
Raise your bar and set your value beyond this basic talking stage, dating stage, situationship mess and get the
crown you deserve, Queen!
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Chapter 4 : loyalty - Dictionary Definition : blog.quintoapp.com
2. Loyal friends are impartial. That might sound blasÃ©, but it is not an apathetic attribute. Being impartial means you
are accepting, non-discriminatory, and view others' lives objectively based on their life experiences.

Whether it be in work, business, family, friendship or a relationship, loyalty builds from specific
characteristics. Just because someone is a family member, neighbor or friend does not mean that they will be
loyal. Ideally, we wish that were true and hopefully someday it is , but for now loyalty must be earned. Much
like steps on a ladder, there are specific qualities that you can see in a person to know if they are truly loyal. A
truly loyal person will be loyal because they want to. Loyalty through obligation can be dangerous. People can
be deceiving due to their own personal agendas and show this subtly through their words and actions. To help
you truly detect the difference. Here are 5 ways to recognize a truly loyal relationship: A loyal relationship is
supportive A loyal person will reach out to you when you need them. They care enough to stay aware, and
take action when they know you need a pick-me-up, or just a little reminder to stay on track. A loyal person
will be respectful of you away from your presence. They will decline the opportunity to spread gossip, and
may even deliver a serious message, sharing their opinion of gossiping with the people doing it. Sometimes,
they want to share their experience with you, hoping that it will give you insight and help you follow your best
path. In a relationship, a loyal person loves you and only you fully and completely. A loyal relationship is
sincere A truly loyal person is always sincere. They show very subtle, yet powerful signs that they care. Loyal
people are supportive even loving for no other reason than that they care. Practice random acts of kindness.
They properly care for themselves and others around them. In fact, they are known for it. Personal loyalty is
displayed through love, devotion, dedication and commitment to the well being of another. We can strive to be
better in all of these areas.
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Chapter 5 : 5 Qualities Of A Loyal Relationship
Being loyal is something that "makes sense" to this style of visionary. Explorers: The Reluctant Loyalists? This is the
most difficult of the personality types when it comes to discussing loyalty.

Semper fidelis , In Treue fest , Fidelity , and Tryggvi Classical tragedy is often based on a conflict arising
from dual loyalty. In the Gospel of Matthew 6: Either he will hate the one and love the other, or he will be
devoted to the one and despise the other. Ye cannot serve God and mammon ". This relates to the authority of
a master over his servants as per Ephesians 6: It traces the word " loyalty " to the 15th century, noting that then
it primarily referred to fidelity in service, in love, or to an oath that one has made. The meaning that the
Britannica gives as primary, it attributes to a shift during the 16th century, noting that the origin of the word is
in the Old French " loialte ", that is in turn rooted in the Latin " lex ", meaning " law ". One who is loyal, in the
feudal sense of fealty , is one who is lawful as opposed to an outlaw , who has full legal rights as a
consequence of faithful allegiance to a feudal lord. Hence the Britannica derived its early 20th century primary
meaning of loyalty to a monarch. According to Royce, loyalty is a virtue , indeed a primary virtue, "the heart
of all the virtues, the central duty amongst all the duties". Royce presents loyalty, which he defines at length,
as the basic moral principle from which all other principles can be derived. Ladd himself characterizes loyalty
as interpersonal, i. Duska states that doing so leads to a problem that Ladd overlooks. Loyalty may certainly
be between two persons, but it may also be from a person to a group of people. Examples of this, which are
unequivocally considered to be instances of loyalty, are loyalty by a person to his or her family, to a team that
he or she is a member or fan of, or to his or her country. This he attributed to "odious" associations that the
subject had with nationalism , including Nazism , and with the metaphysics of idealism , which he
characterized as "obsolete". However, he argued that such associations were faulty and that the notion of
loyalty is "an essential ingredient in any civilized and humane system of morals". Baron , [12] disagree
amongst themselves as to the proper object of loyaltyâ€”what it is possible to be loyal to, in other words.
Ladd, as stated, considers loyalty to be interpersonal, and that the object of loyalty is always a person. Baron
agrees with Ladd, inasmuch as loyalty is "to certain people or to a group of people, not loyalty to an ideal or
cause". She argues in her monograph , The Moral Status of Loyalty, that "[w]hen we speak of causes or ideals
we are more apt to say that people are committed to them or devoted to them than that they are loyal to them".
He disagrees, however, with the notion that loyalties are restricted solely to personal attachments, considering
it "incorrect as a matter of logic ". Exclusionary loyalty excludes loyalties to other people or groups; whereas
non-exclusionary loyalty does not. People may have single loyalties, to just one person, group, or thing, or
multiple loyalties to multiple objects. Multiple loyalties can constitute a disloyalty to an object if one of those
loyalties is exclusionary, excluding one of the others. However, Nathanson observes, this is a special case. In
the general case, the existence of multiple loyalties does not cause a disloyalty. Other dimensions[ edit ] In
addition to number and exclusion as just outlined, Nathanson enumerates five other "dimensions" that loyalty
can vary along: They may be constructed upon the basis of unalterable facts that constitute a personal
connection between the subject and the object of the loyalty, such as biological ties or place of birth a notion
of natural allegiance propounded by Socrates in his political theory. Alternatively, they may be constructed
from personal choice and evaluation of criteria with a full degree of freedom. Nathanson observes that strength
of loyalty is often interrelated with basis. They range from loyalties with limited scope, that require few
actions of the subject, to loyalties with broad or even unlimited scopes, which require many actions, or indeed
to do whatever may be necessary in support of the loyalty. Extreme patriotic loyalty may impose an unlimited
scope of duties. Scope encompasses an element of constraint. Where two or more loyalties conflict, their
scopes determine what weight to give to the alternative courses of action required by each loyalty. This is of
particular relevance to the conflicts among multiple loyalties. People with one loyalty can hold that another,
conflicting, loyalty is either legitimate or illegitimate. The xenophobe does not regard the loyalties of
foreigners to their countries as legitimate while the religious extremist does not acknowledge the legitimacy of
other religions. Note that this dimension of loyalty concerns the subjects of the loyalty, whereas legitimacy,
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above, concerns the loyalties themselves. People may have one of a range of possible attitudes towards others
who do not share their loyalties, with hate and disdain at one end, indifference in the middle, and concern and
positive feeling at the other. Patriotism Nathanson observes that loyalty is often directly equated to patriotism.
He states, that this is, however, not actually the case, arguing that whilst patriots exhibit loyalty, it is not
conversely the case that all loyal persons are patriots. He provides the example of a mercenary soldier, who
exhibits loyalty to the people or country that pays him. Nathanson points to the difference in motivations
between a loyal mercenary and a patriot. A mercenary may well be motivated by a sense of professionalism or
a belief in the sanctity of contracts. A patriot, in contrast, may be motivated by affection, concern,
identification, and a willingness to sacrifice. A loyal person can, in general be relied upon, and hence people
view loyalty as virtuous. Nathanson argues that loyalty can, however, be given to persons or causes that are
unworthy. Moreover, loyalty can lead patriots to support policies that are immoral and inhumane. Thus,
Nathanson argues, patriotic loyalty can sometimes rather be a vice than a virtue, when its consequences
exceed the boundaries of what is otherwise morally desirable. Whistleblowing Several scholars, including
Duska, discuss loyalty in the context of whistleblowing. Wim Vandekerckhove of the University of
Greenwich points out that in the late 20th century saw the rise of a notion of a bidirectional loyaltyâ€”between
employees and their employer. Previous thinking had encompassed the idea that employees are loyal to an
employer, but not that an employer need be loyal to employees. Vandekerckhove reports that different
scholars resolve the conflict in different ways, some of which he, himself, does not find to be satisfactory.
Duska resolves the conflict by asserting that there is really only one proper object of loyalty in such instances,
the community, a position that Vandekerckhove counters by arguing that businesses are in need of employee
loyalty. John Corvino, associate professor of Philosophy at Wayne State University takes a different tack,
arguing that loyalty can sometimes be a vice, not a virtue, and that "loyalty is only a virtue to the extent that
the object of loyalty is good" similar to Nathanson. Vandekerckhove suggests that Duska and Corvino
combine, however, to point in a direction that makes it possible to resolve the conflict of loyalties in the
context of whistleblowing, by clarifying the objects of those loyalties. Loyalty business model Businesses seek
to become the objects of loyalty in order to retain customers. Devoted sports fans continue to remain fans even
in the face of a string of losing seasons. The Bible also speaks of loyal ones, which would be those who follow
the Bible with absolute loyalty, as in "Precious in the eyes of God is the death of his loyal ones" Psalms
Misplaced loyalty Misplaced or mistaken loyalty refers to loyalty placed in other persons or organisations
where that loyalty is not acknowledged or respected , is betrayed , or taken advantage of. It can also mean
loyalty to a malignant or misguided cause. Social psychology provides a partial explanation for the
phenomenon in the way "the norm of social commitment directs us to honor our agreements People usually
stick to the deal even though it has changed for the worse". The god Indra is prepared to admit him to Heaven,
but refuses to admit the dog, so Yudhishthira refuses to abandon the dog, and prepares to turn away from the
gates of Heaven. Then the dog is revealed[ by whom? Yudhishthira enters heaven in the company of his dog,
the god of righteousness.
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Chapter 6 : What does the Bible say about loyalty?
Far too many men are deceitful and far too many women are naÃ¯ve or ignorant to the nature of their relationships.
Enter trust issue: I claim I'm not looking for anything serious but I'm just afraid to admit it.

Growing up, I was taught that being loyal was an important part of who you were as a person. The longer I
live, the more I see loyalty missing in the character make-up of most people. Today, being loyal is not a
component of who most people are. This has become a contributing factor to the breakdown of our society,
but even more important, the breakdown in the lives of many who claim to know Jesus.. Now that my friend is
a tremendous test of your loyalty to someone. Will you still honor them, be loyal to them, even if they are
trying to kill you? Men and women who are in relationships are no longer loyal to their boyfriend, girlfriend or
other friends. They think nothing of cheating on someone they are in a committed relationship with. Sadly,
this mentality carries over into marriage which is why you have husbands and wives without conscience
committing adultery, not even thinking about or caring about the consequences of their sin and how many
lives it will hurt and even destroy. Because so many children grow up today in a variety of living
arrangements, many in blended families, there is not even loyalty to those in your own family any longer.
These children grow up without ever being taught the importance of loyalty and sadly have parents and
step-parents who model behavior that demonstrates no loyalty to anyone. So it is no wonder why these
children grow up never learning how to be loyal, even to those in their own family. Now, they are likely to
have jobs before they get out of college and dozens more throughout their working life. The real danger is, this
lack of loyalty that exists in most people also carries over into their faith. I mean if you think about it, it only
makes sense. Listen to me carefully. Our failure in being loyal really boils down to one thing We put ourselves
above everyone else, including Jesus! The reason a person cheats on their boyfriend or girlfriend is that they
are selfish. The reason a person cheats on their spouse is that they are selfish. The reason a person is not loyal
to those in their family is that they are selfish. The reason a person is not loyal to their employer or employee
is that they are selfish. The reason a person is not loyal to the Lord is that they are selfish. Loyalty requires a
commitment to someone or something other than ourselves. It often costs to be loyal. We all can be loyal
when things are going good, but the true test of loyalty is during times of trouble. The disciples of Jesus were
all loyal when great crowds came to hear Him preach, when He was sharing His wisdom, when He was
healing people and raising the dead. But where were they when the Romans came to take him in the Garden of
Gethsemane? Nowhere to be found. Running away in fear for their lives. Denying they even knew who He
was. I love you and care about you so much. My word for you today is simple. Being loyal is part of what
being a follower of Christ is all about. We are to be loyal to the Lord and to our faith. The fact is, if we are
loyal to the Lord then we will be loyal in other areas of our life as well. In our relationships, in our marriage,
to our family, to our employer or employees. I will be praying for you that God will open your heart to really
hear these words today. I pray that you will do an assessment of your life and how loyal you are to your
friends, to a boyfriend or girlfriend, to your spouse, to your family, to your employer or employees. Ask
yourself if you are really a loyal person in your earthly relationships. Finally, assess how loyal you are to Jesus
and to your faith. Do you do your best each day to live in obedience to Christ and to His Word? It is easy to be
loyal when the blessings are flowing, but what about when you are in the midst of some major battles? Despite
the challenges you face are you still loyal to the Lord? When I think of Jesus, I think of loyalty. Jesus
promised that He would never leave us nor forsake us. Even when we turn our back on Him, Jesus is still
there, loving us, watching over us, caring for us. That my friend is what being loyal is all about. May we
follow the example of our Lord and be loyal in our life to others and to Him, as He is loyal to us!!! It will take
just a few moments of your time. God will reward you! Of course, be highly encouraged to forward one or
more of these video clips to those who may have never heard what Jesus did for them on the cross Thank you
so much! For anyone living in the continental U.
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Chapter 7 : Loyalty - Wikipedia
Being loyal doesn't mean you have to put up with BS in life; it means you give people an opportunity to show you their
true colors and then you make decisions that work for you. You'll be quicker to act when it comes to doing the right thing.

Thoughts By Darrell 3 years ago 17 comments Sometimes people will ask: Which personality type is the most
loyal? The difficulty with that question is that loyalty comes in a lot of different flavors and can mean a lot of
different things. This is loyalty reduced to a marketing scheme. The Loyal Sentinels In our model , Sentinel
personality types are the most traditionally loyal among all the groups. They are fiercely loyal to their
families, communities and employers. On top of that, they are faithful to the traditions and values that those
who went before them passed along. We know them for their hard-work which relates to their sense of duty
which is synonymous with loyalty. These personality types, especially Assertive ones, are less likely to
involve emotions when they consider their loyalties. The Romantic Loyalists Diplomats will see loyalty in a
more romanticized way. This is less about the standards revered by the Sentinels and more about passion and
subjective belief. Wallis or Romeo and Juliet, for example. If Diplomat personality types become ignited with
a passion for a cause, they will be loyal to that cause and work hard for it. The same with a job if they feel it is
purposeful and significant. This loyalty can be a bit shakier than the type enjoyed by the Sentinels. Should
these visionaries become disillusioned, all bets are off and loyalty may quickly become a thing of the past.
Since they bind their loyalty more to emotions, they may even stand strongly against that to which they were
once loyal if disappointed by it. The Conceptual Loyalists This analytical group will be loyal to known
systems or schools of thought. For example, architects who are also this style of visionary may hold firmly to
the theories of a particular school of architecture. They tend to be open-minded. But when these others show
they are adept enough, Analyst personalities will embrace them heartily and loyally. It would be inaccurate to
say Analysts are without emotions â€” they can feel deeply. However, they use rationality much more than
any of the Feeling types. This use includes how they assess the people in their private lives. When looking for
a life partner, Analyst personality types may have a checklist, either consciously or subconsciously, of the
person they are looking for. When they find their match, they are likely to be loyal to the other person. If this
is the most logical partner, according to the features set in advance and sought, then loyalty is a reasonable
response. But rationality remains the core of any of their alliances. This is the most difficult of the personality
types when it comes to discussing loyalty. This role group is notorious for their novelty-seeking focus. This
dynamic does not bode well when it comes to a discussion of loyalty. This, in fact, is true of any of the
personality types discussed above. Many Explorers have had long, happy relationships or have remained with
causes or institutions for long periods of time. Many consider Paul McCartney, musician and animal rights
activist, to be among this group. His exploration of different styles of music over his long career supports that
assessment. However, in the 29 years he was married to his wife, Linda, he reportedly did not spend as much
as seven days apart from her. They would probably still be together today had she not passed away. Other
things do come into play. Is it consistent with this article or do you have something more to add? Join the
conversation in the comment section below.
Chapter 8 : What would you describe as a loyal person? | Yahoo Answers
Loyalty, in general use, is a devotion and faithfulness to a nation, cause, philosophy, country, group, or person.
Philosophers disagree on what can be an object of loyalty, as some argue that loyalty is strictly interpersonal and only
another human being can be the object of loyalty.

Chapter 9 : Being loyal is a great quality - don't mix it up with servitude - Baggage Reclaim with Natalie Lue
Loyal employees have a great feel for the issues and concerns of the people around them, and they ask the questions
or raise the important issues when others won't.
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